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ISTANBUL: Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak (second left), Mohammed bin Saleh Al-Sada , President of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and Qatar’s Energy Minister, Algeria’s Minister of Energy, Noureddine
Boutarfa (second right) and OPEC Secretary General Nigeria’s Mohammed Barkindo (r) attend a press conference during the 23rd World Energy Congress yesterday in Istanbul. — AFP

LONDON: Sterling rebounded from a record low
in trade-weighted terms yesterday after Britain’s
prime minister said she would give lawmakers
some scrutiny of the Brexit process and would
seek “maximum possible access” to Europe’s single
market. The pound surged by as much as 1.5 per-
cent against the dollar and the euro on the moves
by May concerning a parliamentary debate initial-
ly read as handing MPs a substantial opportunity
to undermine the “hard Brexit” scenario that has
scared investors over the past fortnight.

A “hard Brexit” is seen as leaving Britain out of
European Union’s single market and threatening
London’s role as a major financial centre. The gains
eased, however, around midday in London when
May and her Brexit minister, David Davis, sounded
some less concessionary notes in a pair of appear-
ances in parliament. 

To many dealers and analysts the gains for the
pound still looked like just a brief pause after four
days which have sent the currency to its weakest
on record, according to the trade-weighted index
run by the Bank of England.

Against the dollar alone, it remains, at around
$1.21, some way from an all-time low of just
above parity hit in 1985. “You could say there was
some kind of backtracking to at least allow parlia-
ment some greater profile,” said Lee Hardman, cur-
rency economist with Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi
UFJ in London. “But you would have to be very
optimistic to think that it will have a big impact on
the process, to expect that it means they will ulti-
mately give parliament greater say.”

Sterling was just 0.8 percent higher, almost

halving its gains on the day to stand just over a
cent above Tuesday’s low of $1.2090.

FULL AND TRANSPARENT
The currency has plunged almost 18 percent

against the dollar since Britain’s shock vote in June
to leave the European Union. After a brief period of
stability the sell-off has worsened again in the past
fortnight on a series of signs that the government
would prioritise controls on immigration over
access to the European single market. May moved
late on Tuesday to appease some lawmakers in her

ruling Conservative Party by allowing a motion
proposed by the opposition Labour Party for a “full
and transparent debate” on how the government
will enact the public vote to leave the EU. But while
that agreed to demands for parliament to debate
her government’s plans, it also ruled out letting it
vote on triggering the formal Brexit procedure.
Brexit Minister Davis also banged home the mes-
sage that it is the government that will decide
when to trigger Article 50, the formal legal process
for leaving the European Union, before beginning
exit negotiations. — Reuters

Sterling bounces off low 
as MPs flex Brexit muscles 

ISTANBUL: OPEC said yesterday it was inviting
Russia and other key non-members to a meet-
ing later this month as the oil cartel and
Moscow seek to tighten cooperation to boost
historically low crude prices. The announce-
ment came after a meeting in Istanbul
between several top OPEC energy ministers
with their Russian counterpart Alexander
Novak aimed at advancing joint efforts to bol-
ster oil prices whose lows have hurt the high-
ly-dependent economies of crude producers.

The meeting took place on the sidelines of
the World Energy Congress in Istanbul, which
on Monday saw a vow by Russian President
Vladimir Putin for Moscow to impose curbs on
energy output to match OPEC cuts that
caused a spurt in oil prices. “We agreed to
have a technical meeting of OPEC... on 28-29
of this month (October). An invitation is go ing
to be sent to some key non-OPEC countries,”

Qatar Energy Minister Mohammed Saleh Al-
Sada said after the talks.

“This meeting is meant to give a better
understanding of the best way of how to
move towards the rebalancing of the market
to the interest of all,” added the Qatari minis-
ter. Other than Russia, he did not elaborate on
what other non-OPEC countries were being
invited to the meeting but indicated he want-
ed a wide turnout.

“We have a list of non-OPEC countries and
we are yet to refine it further. We intend to
expand it get the feelings of as many non-
OPEC countries as possible.” He gave no indi-
cation however the meeting would be attend-
ed by the United States, the world’s number
three oil producer.

“The US attending is something we cannot
assure you of,” he said.

The prospect of Russia, one of the world’s

top two oil producers alongside Saudi Arabia,
coordinating policy with OPEC has boosted
global oil markets in the last few days and
briefly brought crude to its highest levels for a
year.  The cartel had last month at a meeting in
Algiers agreed its first production cut in eight
years, although it remains to be seen how this
will be complied with and implemented.

Novak confirmed that Russia had been
invited to the October meeting in Vienna
which would try and “work out a roadmap for
the cooperation of our countries” in the rebal-
ancing of prices. 

The upcoming talks will be a technical
meeting, with the next general meeting of
OPEC ministers planned for November 30 in
Vienna.  Novak had on Tuesday evoked a pos-
sible six month freeze of production levels by
Russia to match OPEC’s own output curbs.

He said that no concrete figures were dis-

cussed at the meeting. “As for figures, that is in
the future and and I think (at the October
meeting) we will discuss more or less concrete
parameters.” Putin said yesterday in Russia that
a freeze of production at current levels was in
the interest of the Russian economy. “If OPEC
countries agree a production freeze we will
join that decision,” he said, adding the key
obstacle was to find agreement between
Saudi Arabia and its regional foe Iran.

‘Rebalance the market’ 
The energy ministers of OPEC members

including United Arab Emirates Energy
Minister Suhail al-Mazroui, Qatar Energy
Minister Mohammed Saleh al-Sada and
Venezuelan Oil Minister Eulogio del Pino all
attended the talks at an Istanbul hotel chaired
by OPEC Secretary General Mohammed
Barkindo.  

Of non-OPEC countries, Mexico was also
represented. However there were notable
absentees from the talks, with the energy
minister of the cartel’s kingpin Saudi Arabia,
Khalid Al-Falih, having already departed from
Istanbul and Iraq and Iran also not attending. 

Al-Falih had also made clear at the con-
gress earlier in the week that Saudi Arabia
was against  any drastic  output cuts by
OPEC, warning the cartel not to “crimp too
tightly”. Oil prices had plunged to historic
lows over the last two years with an excess
of supply partly due to new and cheaper
technologies coming at a time of a global
economic slowdown.

“We are doing our very best now to rebal-
ance the market,” said the Qatari minister Al-
Sada, adding that the current “overhang” in
excess supply was holding back much-need-
ed investment. — AFP

DUBAI: Saudi Arabian banking shares rose
yesterday after a major bank posted earn-
ings in line with analysts’ estimates, while
other regional stock markets retreated in
line with global shares.

Riyadh’s index rose 0.7 percent as all but
one of the 12 l isted banks advanced.
Banque Saudi Fransi, the second major
Saudi lender to report third-quarter earn-
ings, gained 2.8 percent after posting net
profit of 1.01 billion riyals ($269 million), a
1.0 percent drop from a year ago but in line
with analysts’ average expectation of 1.04
billion riyals. The bank cited higher expens-
es and impairment charges.

Saudi Fransi’s results reassured the sec-
tor. Riyad Bank had dropped 2.1 percent on
Tuesday after it reported an 18.9 percent
slide in third-quarter profit. Riyad closed up
0.5 percent yesterday. 

Telecoms company Zain Saudi climbed
3.5 percent after it signed a letter of intent
with a unit of utility Saudi Electricity Co
(SEC) to use SEC’s fibre optic network, con-
duct mutual marketing of products and
services, and obtain new locations for
telecommunications towers. 

Last week, the government said it would
provide telecommunications operators
with “unified licenses” allowing them to
offer a full range of services. Analysts said
that could help Zain Saudi compete against

market leader Saudi Telecom , which was
down 1.4 percent.

The sombre mood in global markets hit
Dubai’s index , which retreated 1.1 percent.
Drake & Scull, which had risen over the last
three days, fell 1.4 percent.  

Shares in the builder are still up 9.9 per-
cent since it announced the replacement of
its chief executive this week. Abu Dhabi’s
index fell 0.2 percent, with large-cap shares
the main drag. Aldar Properties fell 0.8 per-
cent and telecommunications giant Etisalat
lost 0.5 percent.

But Abu Dhabi National Energy Co
(TAQA) soared 10.3 percent. Bankers said it
planned yesterday to tap a bond issue that
it completed in June to raise an additional
sum of at least $500 million. In Qatar, the
main index edged down 0.3 percent with
Qatar National Bank, which earlier this
week reported a 10.2 percent rise in third-
quarter net profit, pulling back 0.2 percent.

Egypt’s index of the 30 most valuable
shares fell 0.6 percent, taking its losses
since the start of the week to 2.2 percent.
The largest lender,  Commercial
International Bank , fell 2.4 percent. But
investment firm Qalaa Holdings, which had
fallen for several days since it announced a
wider quarterly net loss, rebounded 5.7
percent. Bahrain’s bourse was closed for a
public holiday. — Reuters

Saudi banks rise, other 
markets edge lower
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LONDON: A currency exchange board with washed out rates in London yesterday. — AP

OPEC invites Russia to crucial meeting 
Cartel seeks to build momentum for global oil freeze


